Streatfield Health Centre
Frequently asked Questions 1

Why can’t I book appointments with the Nurse over the Internet?
All Drs appointments are the same length, Nurses have different length appointments according to the treatment given. These vary from 10 minutes for many things to 1 hour for some dressings. To put nurse appointments on the web all appointments must be a standard / average length or we need to create set clinics for each treatment i.e. Monday morning will be diabetic checks. We avoid set clinics as far a possible as this restricts patient choice. The only set clinics we have are for travel and this is because at busy times of the year there is so much travel that it blocks complete sessions and causes problems for other patients. 
I wanted to see a Dr and was told to come and wait, a Doctor would see me, but I had to wait for more than an hour. Why?
We allocate 520 appointments a week some weeks this is more than enough other weeks it is not. If all the appointments on a day have been taken patients are told to come in and wait a doctor will see you. This means that the doctor is advised that you are here and they will see you either between patients or after the booked patients have been seen. It varies greatly day by day. You will have to wait but you will be seen. 
I used to be able ask for results from tests over the internet, why has this been stopped?
The service was withdrawn by our computer suppliers, it is undergoing further development and will be released to us again in the future. We have no release date but will implement this ASAP. 
Why can’t we ask simple questions and get results using E Mail?
E Mail is seen as lacking in security, when we receive an E Mail we can’t be certain who the E Mail has been sent by and when we send E Mails we can’t be sure who will read it. Therefore for reasons of patient confidentiality we have decided not to use any form of E Mail at present.
Why can’t I book evening appointments in advance so that I can plan my day?
When the practice set up the appointment scheme the patient feed back indicated that most patients would like to book early appointments in advance so they were able to see the Doctor and then go to work. So that was how the scheme was built. This is being changed with the implementation of the new phone and appointment system, see newsletter.
Why must we have new phone and appointment systems, we are happy with what we have?
There are more complaints about the time it takes reception to answer the phone than anything else. In the first hour of the day we take 50% of the calls and reception also deal with patients at the desk. Doubling the lines and staff will have little impact on this. We have decided the solution is to allow some of the appointments to be booked overnight by patients using an automated system. You will still be able to call and speak to reception.

